How to Have a
Cakewalk
A cakewalk is a traditional fundraising event where often
more support is raised than money, but it is really fun and there
is CAKE.

The first step to having a cakewalk fundraiser is to choose what you will
raising the money for. Cakewalks have been used to raise support for schools,
churches and nonprofit organizations of all sorts. Once you know what cause
the cakewalk will be raising funds for, choose a date in the future to have the
event, find a venue and start soliciting cake bakers!
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Traditionally the cakes donated to
the cakewalk were baked at home by
woman who were involved in the
organization for whom the cakewalk
was for; mothers of school children of
members of a church congregation.
Back in the day, most women had
everything they needed to bake a cake
already at hand. A contribution of one
cake wasn't too much to ask of any one
family. In this time period there was
often very little place for a woman to
express herself and by baking a fancy
cake she could contribute her time and
talents to a cause she believed in.

Today, not as many people
are as comfortable in the kitchen
but for a decent cakewalk you will
only need between 8 and 10 cakes.
Ask people you know support the
cause to make a cake or to buy a
pre-made cake to donate. You
could also seek cake donations
from local bakeries and even
grocery stores that have in-store
bakeries. If your cause is a
nonprofit you could offer the
bakeries a certificate of donation
for their taxes in exchange for their
cake donation.

While people get really excited
about spending a little money at the
chance of winning an entire cake,
they get even more excited if that
cake comes on a vintage cake plate
or under a cake dome or they can
carry it home in a vintage cake carrier.
Consider asking members of your
community to donate these types of
items if they can’t bake a cake. All the
items in this photo were bought for
under $5 each at thrift stores prior to
a cakewalk event and added much
extra anticipation.

Now you have an organization for which the cakewalk is raising funds, you
have a place and a date and secured donations of cakes and possibly even pretty
things to display the cakes on and in. Make sure you get the word out so that you
have folks to participate in your cakewalk. Utilize social media, ask the organization
to send out word to their contacts, send a press release to local media. If you
secured cake donations from bakeries make sure you give them credit in your
announcements.
Here are some other things besides cake you will need for the big day:
• music loud enough for everyone to hear, can be shut off and on with ease
• a way to take money, change and a cash box
• 10 plates or other floor markers numbered 1-10
• 100 tickets, 10 separate designs
• 10 small slips of paper numbered 1-10 and a hat or bowl for them

The Actual Directions
These are directions for a cakewalk with 10 donated cakes. The 10
cakes will all be on display. There will be 10 rounds of the game, one round
for each cake. Each round can have up to 10 people competing to win a
cake. As people arrive have someone selling tickets. There should be 10
separate ticket designs, one for each round. A person can buy tickets for
multiple rounds, but not 2 tickets for the same round (unless they are buying
a ticket for someone else).

Feel free to download these cakes to use as your tickets (large format image at the end of
this tutorial).

Lay out the numbered plates
number side down on the floor in a
large circle. There will need to be
room for 10 people to walk/dance
around them. (If you sold less than 10
tickets for a round, put the same
number of ordered plates as tickets
sold).

Gather up all the first round
ticket holders. If you are using
the cake illustrations provided
you could say, “Yellow bundt
cake with blue cake stand round”.
When they are gathered in a
circle outside the circle of plates
explain to them that when the
music starts they will dance in a
circle around the plates. When
the music stops, they should pick
up the plate nearest them. No
need to fight for plates, there is
one for each participant.

The music has stopped and
everyone has a numbered plate in
hand. Then a number is picked out
of a hat and whoever has the plate
with that number is the winner! They
get to go to the cake table a pick out
a cake. On to round two and so on
until all the cakes have been won.
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